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Exploring What Factors Mediate Treatment Effect:

Example of the STarT Back Study High-Risk Intervention
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Abstract: Interventions developed to improvedisability outcomes for lowback pain (LBP) often show

only small effects. Mediation analysis was used to investigate what led to the effectiveness of

the STarT Back trial, a large primary care-based trial that treated patients consulting with LBP

according to their risk of a poor outcome. The high-risk subgroup, randomized to receive either

psychologically-informed physiotherapy (n = 93) or current best care (n = 45), was investigated to

explore pain-related distress and pain intensity as potential mediators of the relationship between

treatment allocationand change indisability. Structural equationmodelingwasused togenerate latent

variables of pain-related distress andpain intensity frommeasures used to identify patients at high risk

(fear-avoidance beliefs, depression, anxiety, and catastrophizing thoughts). Outcome was measured

using the Roland–Morris Disability Questionnaire. Change in pain-related distress and pain intensity

were found tohavea significantmediating effectof .25 (standardizedestimate, bootstrapped95%con-

fidence interval, .09–.39) on the relationship between treatment group allocation and change in

disabilityoutcome. This studyadds to theevidencebaseof treatmentmediation studies inpain research

and the role of distress in influencing disability outcome in those with complex LBP.

Perspective: Mediation analysis using structural equation modeling found that change in pain-

related distress and pain intensity mediated treatment effect in the STarT Back trial. This type of

analysis can be used to gain further insight into how interventions work, and lead to the design

of more effective interventions in future.

ª 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of the American Pain Society. This is an open

access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ow back pain (LBP) has a global point prevalence of
9.4% and prevalence of 15% in Western European
countries.23 In the United Kingdom, LBP has been re-

ported to be the most common reason for patients
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consulting their general practitioner.24 LBP has a wide
impact, not only on the sufferer but also on health care
costs.22,32,34 workplace absence,32,55 and social
support.34 Although the prognosis of many patients
with LBP who consult is good,35,38 there is variation
among individuals and longer-term problems with pain
and disability are often reported up to a year after
consultation.17,35 Identifying factors that are associated
with long-term disability has been the focus of recent
research, and evidence has been found for a number of
psychological factors being predictive of outcome (eg,
fear-avoidance beliefs,28,39 catastrophizing thoughts,14

and depression14,28).
Treatments to improve disability by targeting these

factors, such as cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT),
have been shown to be successful in secondary care pop-
ulations10,21 but mixed results have been reported in
primary care populations, possibly because of the more
heterogeneous population and the less intensive
psychological interventions provided.53 One potential
1237
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solution that has been recently explored is the idea of
providing stratified care on the basis of a person’s risk
of a poor outcome. A key example of this, the STarT
Back approach,20 was reported to be effective at
reducing disability when patients consulting primary
care for LBP were assessed for their risk of a poor
outcome and matched to an intervention on the basis
of their risk profile. Patients with the most complex
problems (a score of $4 on the tool, with this score
incorporating $4 items on a psychological subscale)
received specialized, psychologically informed physio-
therapy treatment to address these factors. However,
although the factors chosen to help stratify patients
were known prognostic factors, this does not neces-
sarily mean that these same factors were also strong
targets for treatment in this group (ie, were mediating
factors).
The purpose of this study was to investigate if the psy-

chological factors used to stratify patients into the high-
risk group mediated treatment outcomes in patients
who were then given treatment designed to address
those factors. Because mediators help explain how treat-
ment achieves its effect and identify factors that can be
modified by treatment,30 such an analysis of the STarT
Back high-risk group would allow us to test the hypoth-
esis that these psychological factors were indeed associ-
ated with the effectiveness of the treatment at
4-month follow-up.
Methods

STarT Back Trial
The STarT Back trial (ISRCTN37113406) was a random-

ized controlled trial that compared stratified care with
current best care in primary care patients with LBP.20 At
baseline, 851 patients were randomized (568 to interven-
tion and 283 to control), with a mean age of 50
(SD = 14.8) years. Of this population 58.8% were female
and 41.2%were male. In the high-risk group specifically,
the mean age was slightly higher (54, SD = 12.88 years)
and a slightly lower percentage were female (56.5%).
Pain duration in this group was reported as <1 month
(15.9%); 1 to 3 months (2.3%); 4 to 6 months (16.7%);
7 months to 3 years (21.7%); and >3 years (25.4%). Pa-
tientswere included in the trial if theywere aged 18 years
or older, could speak English, and had LBP of any dura-
tion, with or without associated radiculopathy. Patients
were excluded if their pain was potentially indicative
of a serious disorder (eg, cancer), if they had serious co-
morbidities that would negatively affect treatment (eg,
schizophrenia), were pregnant, or were undergoing
other forms of treatment.20 If patients were assigned
to stratified care, treatmentwasmatched to the patient’s
prognostic risk using a brief prognostic index, the Keele
STarT Back tool,19 which consisted of 9 questions relating
to 8 physical and psychological factors known to be pre-
dictive of persistent LBP-related disability. Scores on the
overall tool score and a 5-item psychological subscale
score allocated patients to low-, medium-, or high-risk
targeted treatment groups. A score of$4 on the psycho-
logical subscale specifically indicated the presence of
symptoms of pain-related distress, meaning the patient
was typically more complex to treat and therefore at
higher risk of a poor treatment outcome. These high-
risk patients went on to receive psychologically informed
physiotherapy31 delivered by physiotherapists who had
undergone 6 days of training sessions focused on skills
to help them address psychosocial barriers to recovery.
The psychological factors discussed as part of this
training included those measured in the STarT Back
tool such as fear-avoidance beliefs, catastrophizing
thoughts, anxiety, and depression. However, although
the high-risk training was on the basis of a cognitive-
behavioral framework, the training did not constitute
full-blown cognitive-behavior therapy (which would
have required much more intensive training), but aimed
to establish psychologically informed practice, in which
physiotherapists were confident to address patients’ un-
helpful beliefs, emotions, and behavioral responses to
pain.31 The individual psychological constructs identified
by the STarT Back tool were therefore not systematically
addressed, but instead addressed as and when they pre-
sented in a patient. Therapists were given skills to reduce
pain-related distress through clear communication, reas-
surance, and activity promotion to improve physical
function. It therefore seemed appropriate to test
whether the treatment effect on physical function was
mediated by changes in overall pain-related distress
rather than through individual psychological factors.
Ethical approval and informed consent from study partic-
ipants was gained in the original study and additional
consentwas therefore not required for the present study.
Measures

LBP-Specific Disability

The primary outcome in the STarT Back trial was back
pain disability at 12 months measured using the
Roland-Morris Disability Questionnaire (RMDQ).41 In
the present study, RMDQ score at baseline and 4-month
follow-upwas included. The RMDQ is a LBP-specific mea-
sure comprised of a list of 24 statements related to the
ability to carry out movements or everyday activities.
Higher scores indicate greater back pain-related
disability. The RMDQ has been reported to have good
psychometric properties overall in LBP popula-
tions.16,37,40,41,44,49

Pain-Related Distress

The psychological variables included in the screening
tool for which full measures were available were
included as potential mediators: catastrophizing (Pain
Catastrophizing Scale; PCS50), fear-avoidance beliefs
(Tampa Scale for Kinesiophobia; TSK26), and anxiety
and depression (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale,
HADS56). Each of these measures captured an aspect of
pain-related distress, which was tested via factor analysis
(see Supplementary Section 1). The PCS is made up of 13
items each scored on a 5-point Likert scale, with a higher
total score signifying greater pain catastrophizing. The
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17-item, unidimensional version of the TSK was used in
the STarT Back study. A higher score on this measure in-
dicates more severe fear-avoidance beliefs. The HADS
contains 14 items, with 7 items each for anxiety and
depression. These are scored on a 4-point Likert scale,
with a higher score indicating greater anxiety and/or
depression. Each of the measures are used frequently in
primary caremusculoskeletal research, and have been re-
ported to have good measurement properties in this
population.4,9,54 There is some debate about the
psychometric properties of the TSK, including its factor
structure (see French et al12 and Lundberg et al29 for re-
views), but use of the TSK as a unidimensional tool is
common. Within the present population, all of the mea-
sures were reported to have good internal consistency
with baseline Cronbach a values of >.70 (.94 for the
PCS; .73 for the TSK; .82 and .85 for the HADS subscales
of anxiety and depression, respectively).

Pain Intensity

Pain intensity is often used as an outcomemeasure but
is also known to have an important role in other patient
outcomes36 and is also strongly related to psychological
factors.52 In the original STarT Back trial,20 pain intensity
was not specifically the focus of the high-risk interven-
tion, but in primary care settings in which many patients
consult for musculoskeletal pain, pain is often the focus
of treatment. This variable was therefore examined as
an additional potential mediating factor alongside the
psychological factors. Three measures of pain intensity
were available in the STarT Back data set; least pain
over the past 2 weeks, average pain over the past
2 weeks, and pain intensity on the day the questionnaire
was completed. Each of the variables were measured on
an 11-point Likert scale, with a higher score indicating
higher pain intensity.

Mediation Analysis Using Structural
Equation Modeling
Mediation analysis was carried out using structural

equation modeling (SEM), which combines linear regres-
sion and factor analysis51 and maps out the paths be-
tween observed and unobserved variables and the
error associated with each variable.5 SEM is a useful tech-
nique for performing mediation analysis because it ac-
counts for error in the observed variables and can test
more complex models than traditional regression tech-
niques. This type of analysis requires multiple variables
or items per factor (latent variable), which allows the fac-
tor to be measured with greater reliability.1,48

Statistical Analysis
The analysis of mediating factors is complex and a

number of steps were required to conduct this analysis.
All analyses were conducted using SPSS PASW statistics
package version 18 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) and AMOS
(add-on statistics package to SPSS) version 19.
Descriptive statistics (means and SDs) were calculated

for baseline and 4-month follow-up for the outcome
and potential mediator variables for each of the 3 prog-
nostic subgroups, and distributions checked for
normality because this is an assumption underlying all
of the analyses. Descriptive statistics were also used to
examine baseline characteristics of participants respond-
ing versus not responding at 4-month follow-up.

Creation of Residualized Change Scores

Because change was of interest in the present anal-
ysis, residualized change scores were calculated for
each of the potential mediator and outcome variables.
Residualized change scores represent the difference be-
tween the score at follow-up compared with what was
predicted at baseline,49 thereby controlling for baseline
score. Residualized change scores are frequently used in
studies of mediation15,43 and are calculated by running
a linear regression with the follow-up score as the
outcome and the baseline score as the predictor, and
saving the residual values (difference between the
observed value at follow-up and the value predicted
at baseline), which were then used in all subsequent an-
alyses.

Testing Criteria for Potential Mediation

For a variable to be a potential mediator of outcome, it
must be potentially modifiable (ie, change over time)
and it must be associated with treatment and outcome
(the a and b paths in Fig 1). To examine modifiability,
the absolute change that occurred between baseline
and 4-month follow-up was calculated and examined.
To examine the associations on the a and b paths, linear
regression analyses were performed to investigate the
relationships between treatment group allocation (inter-
vention or control) and residualized change in each of
the potential mediators, and between residualized
change in each of the potential mediators and residual-
ized change in outcome.

Creation of Latent Variables

To create latent variables to be used in the SEM, explor-
atory factor analysis (EFA) and subsequently confirma-
tory factor analysis (CFA) were conducted with the 4
psychological mediators to ascertain whether the
different measures represented a single ‘pain-related
distress’ factor, and an EFA was also conducted on the
pain intensity measures to ascertain whether they repre-
sented a single factor of ‘LBP.’ In SEM, relationships be-
tween variables of interest must be tested to ensure
they are correctly specified to have (or not have) a rela-
tionship in the model.42 CFA was therefore also used to
confirm whether the 2 latent variables of pain-related
distress and LBP were representative of distinct latent
variables. A strong correlation (ie, $.60) would need to
be acknowledged in the model by means of a double-
headed arrow to show covariance.
The factor analyses were performed on the entire

STarT Back sample rather than only the high-risk group
reported in this article, and are not reported fully in
this article (see Supplementary Section 1 for a summary
of the results). This was to ensure that the number of
cases was adequate for factor analysis to be performed.
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Figure 1. Full SEMmodel for mediating effect of changes in pain-related distress and pain intensity on change in disability: high-risk
group (full information maximum likelihood; n = 236). DResidualized change. *P < .05. **P < .01. All values are standardized.
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The mediation analysis was only performed on the high-
risk group.

Mediation Analysis

The statistical interpretation of mediation analysis can
bebroken down into separate effects (Fig 1). The cpath is
the direct effect of treatment on outcome, before taking
into account the effects of specific mediating variables.
Paths a and b make up the mediating pathway, with the
mediating effect usually being described in the literature
as the product of coefficients (ab).30 The �c path denotes
the total effect of thewholemodel (ab1 c). SEMprovides
the product of coefficients of the mediating effect with
bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals (CIs),
which is currently seen as an optimal way of performing
mediation analysis.13,18 One thousand bias-corrected
bootstrapped samples and 95% CIs were used in the
present analysis. Complete case data were used for this
analysis because the bias-corrected CIs can only be gener-
ated with complete data, but a sensitivity analysis
using all available data (full informationmaximum likeli-
hood; n = 236) was also conducted as a comparison
(Appendix 1).
The following goodness of fit indices were used to

assess how well the proposed model fitted the available
data: c2 statistic, c2/df, comparative fit index (CFI), root
mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and stan-
dardized root mean square residual (SRMR).3,5 Good or
adequate model fit is indicated by a nonsignificant c2

value, a c2/df of between 2 and 5, a CFI of $.95 and
RMSEA and SRMR values of $.08. No single fit index is
seen as superior, and it is therefore recommended that
judgement of fit is on the basis of the overall
assessment of several indices.6
Results

Testing Criteria for Potential Mediation
Table 1 contains mean scores at baseline and mean

change at 4-month follow-up for all of the potential
mediator variables. There was a difference between
the amounts of change in potential mediators observed
in the treatment groups at 4-month follow-up compared
with the control group, including a 4.4-point difference
in change for catastrophizing thoughts and a 5.8-point
difference in change for fear-avoidance beliefs, repre-
senting the largest changes. The SDs for all mediators
were quite large, suggesting large variability in change
within the high-risk group. Tests for normality (skewness
and kurtosis values, histograms and p-plots) indicated
some departure from normality with values >1.0 for
several variables.
After calculating residualized change scores, linear

regression analyses for each of the potential mediator
variables with disability outcome were performed
(Table 2). The results indicated that in the treatment
group, residualized change in the psychological vari-
ables strongly predicted residualized change in RMDQ,
accounting for 25–39% of the variance in this outcome.
Residualized change in the pain variables were shown
to be stronger predictors; they accounted for between
51% and 63% of the variance of residualized change in
RMDQ. In the control group, residualized change in all
potential mediators also accounted for a large amount
of variance of residualized change in RMDQ. This
showed support for the psychological factors as well as
the pain variables to potentially mediate treatment
outcome, because these variables do show change over
time and are associated with outcome (b path).
Finally, it was important to also test the a path, or the

relationship between treatment allocation and residual-
ized change in each of the potential mediators. If the
treatment had little effect on the potential mediating
variables then the variables are unlikely to be the mech-
anism through which the treatment was successful. The
results in Table 3 show that a small proportion of vari-
ance (between 2% and 12%) of residualized change
was explained by treatment allocation (stratified care
vs control) for each of the potential mediators. For resi-
dualized change in anxiety in particular, the association
was very weak and not statistically significant, as



Table 1. Baseline Means and SDs and Mean Change at 4-Month Follow-Up for Potential Mediator
Variables in the STarT Back Data Set High-Risk Group

BASELINE SCORE, MEAN (SD) FOUR-MONTH FOLLOW-UP, MEAN CHANGE (SD)

HIGH-RISK TREATMENT

GROUP (N = 93)
HIGH-RISK CONTROL

GROUP (N = 45)
HIGH-RISK TREATMENT

GROUP (N = 93)
HIGH-RISK CONTROL

GROUP (N = 45)

Outcome

Disability 14.41 (4.31) 14.07 (4.88) 7.49 (6.48) 3.62 (4.38)

Potential mediators

Catastrophizing thoughts 25.24 (1.49) 25.88 (1.54) 11.07 (12.95) 6.64 (1.26)

Fear-avoidance beliefs 46.21 (5.17) 45.52 (5.85) 9.24 (7.56) 3.40 (4.68)

Anxiety 1.01 (4.39) 1.31 (3.59) 3.39 (4.10) 2.49 (3.95)

Depression 8.77 (4.34) 8.40 (3.70) 3.55 (4.05) 1.69 (3.55)

Pain intensity

Least 6.16 (2.58) 5.96 (3.25) 2.98 (2.87) 1.76 (3.19)

Average 7.72 (2.12) 8.18 (1.80) 3.90 (3.24) 2.56 (2.62)

Current 6.40 (2.33) 6.51 (2.64) 3.00 (2.88) 1.62 (3.00)
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indicated by the 95% CI. The results indicated that treat-
ment allocation had the strongest association with resi-
dualized change in fear-avoidance beliefs.
In summary, these preliminary analyses show support

for the psychological and pain variables to be potential
mediators of the effects of the high-risk treatment. The
variables changed significantly between baseline and
follow-up, andwere associatedwith residualized change
in outcome (disability). Allocation to the high-risk treat-
ment arm was found to be predictive of residualized
change in all of the potential mediator variables, with
the exception of anxiety. The EFA and CFA
(Supplementary Section 1) confirmed that the 4 psycho-
logical factors were representative of a pain-related
distress latent variable, whichwas distinct from a pain in-
tensity latent variable represented by 3 pain measures.
However the 2 latent variables were found to be strongly
Table2. Univariable Associations of Changes in Eac
Outcomes in STarT Back Participants: Linear Regre

OUTCOME PREDICTOR TREATMENT ALLOCATION

RMDQD Catastrophizing thoughtsD Treatment (n = 93)

Fear-avoidance beliefsD

AnxietyD

DepressionD

Least painD

Average painD

Current painD

Catastrophizing thoughtsD Control (n = 45)

Fear-avoidance beliefsD

AnxietyD

DepressionD

Least painD

Average painD

Current painD

NOTE. Dindicates residualized change.
correlated. These variables were therefore taken for-
ward as planned as mediating pathways of the relation-
ship between treatment allocation and residualized
change in functional outcome.

Mediation Analysis

The mediation model for residualized change in pain-
related distress and pain intensity as mediators of the
relationship between allocation to the high-risk STarT
Back treatment and residualized change in disability is
shown in Fig 1. The strong correlation found between
the latent variables of pain-related distress and pain in-
tensity is represented by an arrow indicating covariance.
Considering all model fit statistics the model was judged
to provide adequate fit to the data (c2 = 54.3623, P < .05,
c2/df = 2.36, CFI = .96, RMSEA = .10 (95% CI, .07–.13),
SRMR = .05).
h Potential Mediator With Change in Functional
ssion Analyses

CHANGE AT 4-MONTH FOLLOW-UP

UNSTANDARDIZED B
(STANDARD ERROR) 95% CI STANDARDIZED b R2 CHANGE

.49 (.09) .31–.67 .50 .25

.57 (.09) .40–.74 .57 .33

.59 (.09) .40–.77 .56 .31

.66 (.09) .48–.83 .62 .39

.77 (.08) .62–.93 .72 .51

.77 (.07) .63–.91 .74 .55

.84 (.07) .71–.98 .80 .63

.58 (.11) .37–.80 .64 .41

.73 (.12) .05–.97 .67 .45

.46 (.10) .27–.65 .59 .35

.58 (.09) .40–.75 .71 .50

.45 (.10) .26–.65 .59 .34

.50 (.11) .28–.72 .57 .32

.47 (.10) .27–.68 .58 .34



Table 3. Univariable Associations of Change in Treatment Allocation With Change in Each Potential
Mediator: Linear Regression Analyses

OUTCOME PREDICTOR

UNSTANDARDIZED B
(STANDARD ERROR) 95% CI STANDARDIZED b R2 CHANGE

Catastrophizing thoughtsD Treatment allocation .41 (.18) .06–.76 .19 .04

Fear-avoidance beliefsD Treatment allocation .72 (.17) .39–1.06 .34 .12

AnxietyD Treatment allocation .28 (.18) �.08 to .63 .13 .02

DepressionD Treatment allocation .47 (.18) .12–.82 .22 .05

Least painD Treatment allocation .44 (.18) .08–.79 .21 .04

Average painD Treatment allocation .58 (.18) .23–.92 .27 .07

Current painD Treatment allocation .52 (.18) .17–.87 .25 .06

NOTE. Dindicates residualized change.
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The a path in this model is interpreted as an average
treatment effect, because of the treatment allocation var-
iable beingbinary (control = 0).11 The value of .27 for the a
path between treatment allocation and pain-related
distress therefore can be interpreted as the change in
pain-related distress between baseline and 4-month
follow-up being .27 units higher in the treatment group
than in the control group (a larger change). Similarly,
the b path of .40 can be interpreted as that a
1-unit change inpain-relateddistress leads to a .40 change
in disability. The effects of the model (Table 4) show that
the total effect (�c) of the model is .30. When themediator
variables (combined for pain-related distress and LBP)
were added to the model the ab pathway explained a
considerable proportion of the treatment effect; a statis-
tically significant mediating effect of change in the latent
variables was found (standardized indirect effect = .25,
bootstrapped 95% CI, .09–.39).
The sensitivity analysis using all available data resulted

in weaker coefficients for the a and c paths (.04 and .20,
respectively) compared with the complete case analysis
(.27 and .27, respectively), and a very small total effect
(�.02) was found compared with the total effect of .30
in the complete case analysis. These results suggest that
those who did not respond at follow-up were different
to those who responded, in that they experienced a
smaller change in the measures of pain-related distress
and a slightly smaller change in physical function. The
change in direction of the coefficients (negative direct
Table 4. Total, Direct, and Indirect Effects of the
Mediation Model on Change in Disability for
High-Risk Patients

EFFECT

MODEL

STANDARDIZED
ESTIMATES (95% CI)

UNSTANDARDIZED

ESTIMATES (95% CI)

RMDQD

Total (�c) .30 (.14–.43) .63 (.29–.94)

Direct (c) .05 (�.05 to .16) .11 (�.11 to .33)

Indirect (ab) .25 (.09–.39) .52 (.19–.85)

Abbreviations: �c, total path of the whole model; c, direct effect of treatment on

outcome; ab, product of coefficients.

NOTE. Dindicates residualized change.
and total effects for all sensitivity analysis) could also
be indicative of a larger change in the control group
when all available data were used. Nonresponse analysis
indicated there were baseline differences between re-
sponders and nonresponders at 4-month follow-up,
with responders being older, less disabled, and having
lower scores for fear-avoidance beliefs, catastrophizing,
and depression.
Discussion
The STarT Back trial was originally designed to test

whether a model of stratified care consisting of targeted
treatment matched to prognostic subgroups would lead
to improved patient outcomes compared with best cur-
rent primary care for back pain. The aim of the present
study was to test the hypothesis that the observed favor-
able outcomes of the stratified intervention in the STarT
Back high-risk group were mediated by changes in pain-
related distress and pain intensity.
The preliminary analyses showed that residualized

change in 4of thepsychological variables used in the STarT
Back trial and pain intensity met the criteria for potential
mediation of treatment outcome. The mediation model
confirmed the study hypothesis, with residualized change
in pain-related distress and pain intensity being found to
be mediators of the relationship between treatment
group allocation and residualized change in disability.

Comparison With Conceptual Model
When evaluating mediation models, it has been pro-

posed that the paths can be split into action theory (a
path) and conceptual theory (b path).7,8 Action theory
is described as the intervention’s power to detect the
potential mediator whereas conceptual theory is
described as the potential mediator’s power to detect
the outcome.7 It has been suggested that these 2 ele-
ments form the theoretical basis between the 2 paths.47

If the association between the intervention and the po-
tential mediator is weak, this suggests that the action
theory has failed; the intervention is not doing enough
to affect the mediator.7 If the association between the
potential mediator and the outcome is weak, then the
conceptual theory has failed; the intervention is target-
ing the wrong factors for change,7 meaning that the un-
derlying theory is wrong. In the present analysis, this
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interpretation would suggest that the stronger associa-
tions between change in the mediators and change in
disability (conceptual theory) show that targeting pain-
related distress and pain intensity was important, but
the weaker associations between treatment allocation
and change in the mediators (action theory) suggest
that the psychologically informed physiotherapy did
not greatly influence these factors. This possibly reflects
the fact that this treatment, although targeting psycho-
logical factors, did not target them as specifically or
effectively as a more intensive treatment delivered by
psychologists, such as CBT. This could also be because
change occurred in the treatment and control groups,
with the magnitude of this change sometimes being
larger in the control group. Pain-related distress is only
one of many potential mediators that could be explain-
ing the treatment effect seen in the high-risk patients
in the trial, and it is likely that other, unmeasured vari-
ables could have a stronger association with outcome,
especially in the treatment group.
Thealternativepathway to treatmentoutcome, through

a change in LBP intensity, was found to be a strongermedi-
ator of the relationship between the high-risk treatment
and disability than change in pain-related distress. The 2
latent variables of pain-related distress and LBP were
found to have a strong relationship with each other. How-
ever, change in the variables was analyzed as occurring in
parallel rather than testing whether improvement in one
leads to improvement in the other. The focus of this study
was to test whether the trial authors’ theory of how the
trial worked was correct rather than test a more complex
model of multiple mediating factors. The goodness of fit
statistics provided for themediationmodel presented pre-
viously did not all meet the criteria for good fit, indicating
that thehypothesizedpathwaysmaynotbe theonlyexpla-
nation for the effect of treatment on change in disability.
Future research could test a more complicated model
that includes multiple potential mediators in a single
pathway, to show a process of change in several variables
as part of the treatment process. This would also allow
testing of other variables that might be important in lead-
ing to a change in outcome, such as treatment expecta-
tions, that may help to further explain how the
treatment worked.

Comparison With Previous Findings
Few studies of treatmentmediation inmusculoskeletal

pain populations have been conducted to date.33 This
analysis therefore adds important information to the
current evidence base. Two previous studies of treatment
mediation in primary care LBP populations45,46 have also
reported evidence for psychological factors being
mediators of treatment effect, but these studies used
more intensive, CBT-based therapies. The STarT Back
interventionwas deliberately designed to be a less inten-
sive ‘‘light-touch’’ therapy that could still address psycho-
logical factors. The studies also used different methods
of mediation analysis and did not include latent vari-
ables, making it difficult to compare their results with
those found in the present analysis.
Potential Limitations
The full information maximum likelihood (sensitivity)

analysis and nonresponse analysis suggested that the
participants included in the complete case analysis
differed substantially from those who were excluded,
indicating high risk of attrition bias. This was particularly
apparent in the psychological measures, in which re-
sponders at 4-month follow-up, particularly in the con-
trol group, had lower baseline scores of fear-avoidance
beliefs, catastrophizing, and depression compared with
nonresponders. This means that the results presented
in this report need to be interpreted with caution,
because they represent only a selective subsample of
the high-risk population included in the trial.
Pain duration was not accounted for in this mediation

analysis. Different levels of pain duration may have
affected patients in different ways; patients with new
pain episodes are likely to have lower levels of catastroph-
izing thoughts or fear-avoidancebeliefs,whereas patients
with persistent pain may have higher levels of distress.
Onewayof testing thiswould be to carry out amoderated
mediation analysis.2 However, it was believed that sub-
grouping patients further when already investigating
only the high-risk subgroup would have affected the reli-
ability and robustness of the analysis.
Temporality, or the order in which change occurred, is

a major issue in mediation analysis because all mediation
models, regardless of analysis method used, assume a
causal order to the variables. However, this causal order
is rarely tested because studies often do not take enough
assessments of the mediator and outcome to establish
which of the variables changed first. The current study
analyzed the association of change between the medi-
ator and outcome variables at the same time points,
and it is therefore possible that a reduction in disability
could have led to a reduction in pain-related distress,
rather than change in distress leading to a change in
disability as hypothesized in the present analysis. Addi-
tional measurements of all variables of interest would
therefore help to establish when change occurs and
the order in which it occurs.25,27 The STarT Back study
did collect data at a long-term follow-up point
(12 months), meaning that this time point could have
been potentially used in the analysis to examine change
in outcome over a longer time period. However, the aim
of this mediation analysis was to investigate what could
have been responsible for the effect of the intervention
on outcome, and investigating change over a longer
period of time may mean that other, external factors
could have affected change in the outcome. This further
highlights the issue ofwhenmeasures should be taken to
map the mediating pathway.
It should be noted that the 2 latent variables of pain in-

tensity and pain-related distress were highly correlated,
suggesting that multicollinearity may be an issue in this
analysis. This was acknowledged in the SEM by allowing
the 2 constructs to covary. Pain and distress are closely in-
terlinked andwe believed that separating the 2 concepts
or looking at them in isolation would not provide an
adequate test of the study hypothesis.
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Clinical Implications
Exploring mediators of treatment effect has important

implications for clinical practice in that identifying the
key factors that lead to improved outcomes will help
lead tomore focused interventions by providing informa-
tion on the parts of treatment that are key to changing
outcome. This is important because many interventions
for LBP are multifaceted and it is unclear which of the
different treatment components are necessary for pa-
tients to improve. Although this analysis investigates a
broad psychological factor, future studies could investi-
gatemore specific factors in amore focused intervention,
or other modifiable, nonpsychological factors deemed
important in the process of change in outcome. More
streamlined treatmentsmay reduce thenumber or length
of treatment sessions needed, thereby also reducing
treatment costs. This study represents a first step in this
process, and more evidence is required for factors to be
more definitively found to be on the causal pathway.

Conclusions
Thepsychological variables that physiotherapists aimed

toaddressduring theSTarTBackhigh-risk interventionex-
plained a significant proportion of the treatment effects
observed in the trial. The mediation analysis conducted
represents a robust analysis of potential treatment medi-
ators and emphasizes the importance for intervention
studies to be underpinned by a clear theoretical or con-
ceptual model. However, this analysis only investigated
change between 2 time points, which was not enough
to assess the temporal order of the variables in themodel.
Trials that are designed to adequately test for mediating
effects, with variables being measured at appropriate
time points during treatment, are required to provide
stronger evidence of treatment mediation.
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